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The great diversity and functionality of the multi-channel services afforded by
digital broadcasting must be seen as progressive, yet they risk additional
complications to operation of the TV set. The Human Science division is

studying user-friendly TV interfaces that can be easily operated by ordinary people,
especially the elderly. One such study is on a dialogue-type agent TV system. An
agent system recently constructed by STRL uses a doll-like robot called "Tama-
chan," which is capable of carrying on a dialogue with its operator.

To use this system, the operator asks the agent, for example, "What kinds of
dramas are on today?" The agent will then respond 'Besides "Manten," there are
three dramas being broadcast right now. Which one would you like to watch?' The
operator can view the desired program by conversing with the agent in ordinary
spoken language. This agent can also automatically record or recommend programs
that fit specific operator preferences, by memorizing personal information about the
operator, such as program preferences and interests.

We are also planning to work on "smarter" TV interfaces that incorporate
nonverbal information, including a viewer's facial expressions, gestures, and gaze
sight.

TV4U is a completely new TV concept. It will let a viewer customize
programming, which is impossible to do with a conventional TV. In other
words, it will make it possible to automatically produce a program tailored

for an individual viewer on a TV set. TV4U implements the following new
functions.

1) Based on information obtained via the Internet, ranging from general data,
such as news and weather forecasts, to local information and personal data, such
as the viewer's schedule and e-mail, it will provide an information-variety
program produced exclusively for the viewer. 
2) When the viewer has a question regarding the program being broadcast, he or
she can interrupt the program by talking to its CG host. 
3) It allows the viewer to view a program with a customized CG host, studio set,
BGM and so on, based on personal preferences.
This customized program, complete with computer graphics and a computer-

generated voice, is automatically generated at the TV set by using the TVML
program description language called TVML that has been developed by our
laboratories. This technology makes producing a program as simple as writing a
script in TVML.

Presently, our research and development efforts are advancing on the assumption
that TV4U will be used in actual services provided to our viewers. They cover a
number of research topics, including studies on ways to automatically generate
more attractive programs and on human interfaces that facillitate natural to smooth
communications between the user and the system.  
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